QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

The following questions have been submitted concerning RFP#241302 - Miscellaneous Food Processing: USDA Commodities. The questions received have been answered and are stated verbatim from what was received:

QUESTION #1: I know I submitted this same question for the Breakfast and Lunch bid and you replied that samples would not need to be submitted but as a reminder Hormel’s Jennie-O Turkey Breast Sticks are spec’d for line item 6, but due to a pack size change that will occur for next school year they will be replacing the 207130 code number with 136374. I have attached the nutritional for your reference, the product itself is not changing only the pack size will change from a 400 count to a 200 count and again samples are not yet available. Please make a note of the item code change.

ANSWER #1: Please indicate the correct code on your return submittal. The code number will be updated on future bid/RFP solicitations.

QUESTION #2: For line item 5 of the Miscellaneous Food Processing bid #241302, JTM meatball #5035 is spec’d but the correct code for this item is CP5035, can we get this corrected.

ANSWER #2: Please indicate the correct code on your return submittal. The code number will be updated on future bid/RFP solicitations.